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Fantasy Grounds - Mythic Monsters 2:
Molds, Slimes, And Fungi (PFRPG) Features
Key:
Discover the different types of molds, slimes, and fungi in Fantasy
Grounds
Discover the roles of these dangerous invasive species in their
ecological surroundings
Experience the dangers, of course, but also the benefits of all these
creatures...
Learn how to use and reference these molds, slimes, and fungi on
the tabletop in your campaign

Introduction

Introduction Noun

Invasive species: A species of living organisms that have been
introduced into an area where they are not native. Invasive species
are often plants or animals that out-compete native species, and
change their ecosystem.
Ecological: The scientific study of the interactions between living
organisms in an area or habitat.
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Key Features

You can even use the Brain-Slaughter Mold in Fantasy
Grounds.

Molds & Slimes Resources: Transpiring Messages

Introduction Noun
You can even use the Brain-Slaughter Mold in Fantasy Grounds
Slime Mason (ALM). Slimes that use organic magic.
The Slug: Molds and Slimes with dark/greasy, glistening slime that
can crystallize.
Bud Spawn (ALM). Molds and Slimes with green/hairy slime.
Advanced Bud Spawn (ALM). Asexual reproduction of: Bud Spawn,
no slime.
Slimes. (ALM). Slime Monsters targeted at Adventurers.
Deadly Bud Spawn (ALM). A transformative 
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Mon, 21 Feb 2019 17:27:55
+0000Fantasy Grounds - Mythic
Monsters #2: Molds, Slimes, and
Fungi (PFRPG) Sara Cheyne™, Monster
Arithmancer's first text adventure.
Follow the heroine on her quest to
find a cure to the world's undead
problem. [Here is the first one I wrote
for PFRP.] [Written in 2002] In a land
of enchantment and magic, where
fantasy is real, and science fictional,
there is a new world order the
average person doesn't see. Day in
and day out, monsters like toadstools,
slimes, molds, and fungi stalk
unsuspecting humans. From
Fairyland, to Hinterlands, and
Mountain Temples, to thriving cities,
there are various eerie haunts that
conceal creatures the majority has
never seen. Enter Sara Cheyne, an
avid Mythomaniac throughout her
formative years. From here, Ms.
Cheyne makes her way to the lands of
Gransys. Where she will stipple the
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narrow passages of sage parlors;
shiver in the cold; and look for help.
But what better help than a fellow
Mythomaniac, Paladin Anne? In
addition to teaching Sara all she
knows, this Pal will walk her through
the dangers on the quest to find a
cure to the world's undead problem.
[Please add any needed credits :)] The
Monsters: ariths.txt (WARNING: if
your browser does not support ascii
graphics, you may have a problem. Let
me know and I'll try to solve it with a
color version) Mon, 21 Feb 2019
05:26:00 +0000 
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Mythic Monsters 2: Molds, Slimes, And
Fungi (PFRPG):

Mythic Monsters #2 Final Cut
Mythic Monsters in 4K
Map and Key File download
Mythic Monsters #2: Molds,
Slimes, and Fungi

System Requirements For Fantasy
Grounds - Mythic Monsters 2: Molds,
Slimes, And Fungi (PFRPG):

OS: OS X 10.10.4+ CPU: Intel i5-5200
@ 2.5Ghz or better GPU: Intel Iris Pro
or better RAM: 16GB+ HDD: 2GB+
Hardware: -NVidia GeForce GTX 750
2GB or better recommended -USB
mouse, keyboard, and speakers
(optional) -USB hub for the VRLink
cable and Steam Controller -Wired or
wireless mouse or keyboard -USB
power adapter Pre-Loading
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